36% of Afghanistan Population under Poverty Line

Some are said to believe that if the government and donor countries have invested in infrastructure projects in the past 14 years, the country would not have this problem. "This is a disappointing figure," a large number of Afghans are under poverty line. The government must have tried to solve this problem in the past," Ali Shamlin, Teacher of University said. Afghanistan is one of the most impoverished nations in Asia. With its low population living below the poverty line, Afghanistan is one of the poorest country. (ATN)

Turning Towards India for Military Assistance an Essential Need: MPs

The aspiration is a small but significant deal making a shift in Kabul’s loyalty for allies that have long been on Pakistan. "Secondly, the Afghan government should not rely on non-state actors like the Taliban for security forces," Hafizullah Alizada, a member of the Afghan Peace Council, said. Afghanistan has been battling for years to secure its borders from terrorist organizations and drug trafficking. Pakistan has been accused of supporting the Taliban and other extremist groups in the region. However, Pakistan has denied these allegations and has condemned such activities. Pakistan has been working with other countries to bring stability to the region and ensure peace and security for all. (More on Pg. 19)

Afghanistan Supports Unofficial Dialogue with Pakistan: Envoy

Afghanistan's envoy to Islamabad, Jihangir Bakhsh Khan, said that Afghanistan is willing to engage in unofficial dialogue with Pakistan to resolve their differences. "We believe in dialogue and peaceful resolution of conflicts," Khan said. (More on Pg. 19)
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NDS Detains Two Who Would be Suicide

Kabul - The closure of Kunduz-Baghlan Highway enters Fifth Day

The provincial administration and university in Baghlan's Markazi and Andrews districts reported that the closure of the Kunduz-Baghlan Highway was a response to the military operation.

Meanwhile, a bomb exploded in Kunduz that left three dead and six injured. The area has been under the control of Taliban forces.
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District Chief Survives Bomb Blast

KABUL - A senior government official survived a blast in eastern Baghlan province, according to Ministry of Defense.
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In the Name of God, the Most Merciful, the Most Kind

November 10, 2015

Insecurity Risks and Civilian Suffer

The insecurity is on the rise in Afghanistan and the future seems increasingly uncertain. The government has not been able to stem the tide of violence and with each passing day the situation is getting worse.

With the withdrawal of international security forces there were hopes that Afghan security forces would shoulder the security responsibility and ensure the safety of the people. But it seems that the situation is not improving.

The attacks and violence in the capital Kabul are a clear indication of this. The situation has deteriorated to the extent that people are now afraid to go out on the streets.

Insecurity is not just limited to Kabul. The situation is also worsening in other parts of the country. The government needs to take stronger measures to ensure the safety of its citizens.

Trilateral Optimism over Peace Talks

By Hajjulillah Zia

According to Afghan Deputy Chief Executive Mohammad Amran, Afghanistan and Pakistan have agreed to hold talks with Taliban to achieve peace in the region.

The talks are expected to start soon and will be held in Jakarta, Indonesia. The two countries have a common interest in stabilizing the region and ending the violence.

The talks are expected to focus on reducing tensions and finding a peaceful resolution to the conflict. The two countries hope that the talks will bring an end to the instability and violence that has been raging in the region for years.

A sustainable solution can only be achieved through political means. This is also China's policy, says the deputy chief executive. We hope that the talks will be successful and bring peace to the region.

Afghanistan and Pakistan are both important countries in the region and any progress in the talks can have a positive impact on the region as a whole.

The talks are being held in Jakarta, Indonesia, as the two countries have a good relationship with Indonesia. The Indonesian government has a reputation for mediating in disputes and conflicts.

The talks are expected to be held in the coming weeks and will involve representatives from Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Indonesia.

The talks are expected to be a significant step towards ending the violence and instability in the region.

November 11, 2015

Climate Change: Deteriorating

By Rahmat Sharif

The rapid increase in global temperatures over the past century is a clear indication of the ongoing climate crisis. The effects of climate change are becoming increasingly evident, with extreme weather events becoming more frequent and severe.

The Paris Agreement, signed in 2015, aims to limit global warming to below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C. However, the actions taken so far by many countries have failed to meet this goal.

The increasing temperatures are leading to a rise in sea levels, which is causing a significant threat to low-lying coastal areas. The melting of the polar ice caps is also contributing to the rise in sea levels.

The increasing temperatures are also affecting the weather patterns, causing more frequent and intense heatwaves, droughts, and floods. These events are leading to significant loss of lives and property.

The effects of climate change are felt across the globe, with some regions experiencing more severe effects than others. However, it is clear that urgent action is needed to address this crisis.

President Obama has committed the United States to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions by 26-28% below 2005 levels by 2025. Other countries have also set targets for reducing their emissions, but it remains to be seen whether these targets will be met.

The United Nations Climate Change Conference, to be held in Paris in December, offers a chance for countries to come together and agree on a framework that will help to mitigate the effects of climate change.

If action is not taken, billions of people will suffer the consequences of extreme weather events. It is therefore crucial to act now to reduce our carbon footprint and take steps towards a more sustainable future.
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Ministers from NATO countries have called for a decision to halt (or at least decide on the future of) the situation in Afghanistan. The situation has come to a head as the NATO mission in Afghanistan is due to end in 2014. The decision will have implications for the situation in Afghanistan, both internally and internationally.

The situation in Afghanistan is complex and difficult. There are many factors at play, including political, economic, and social issues. The Taliban and other insurgent groups continue to operate in the country, and there is a need for stability and security.

The United States and other countries have a stake in the outcome of the situation in Afghanistan. The US has invested heavily in the country over the past decade, and there is a need for a stable and secure environment for the US military and civilian personnel who have been deployed there.
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New Zealand PM to Discuss Trade, Security in Southeast Asia Meetings

WELLINGTON - Prime Minister Key said in a statement. The visit would be an opportunity to explore new trade relationships and further opportunities to discuss the region's development, with key countries identified in the region.

The visit is also expected to include meetings with senior officials from several countries, including Malaysia, Indonesia, and Singapore.

Key will be accompanied by other ministers and officials, and the focus will be on strengthening bilateral relations and exploring new economic opportunities.

Key said he wanted to build on the strong relationship between New Zealand and the region, and to see how the relationship could be further developed.

NATO Provides Support for African Union's Exercise: NATO

is a rapid reaction force to the NATO- led operations in Afghanistan. The force is deployable within 14 hours from the start of the conflict. The African Union has also supported the exercise by providing training and advice.

With the assistance of the European Union, the African Union is able to conduct a realistic exercise that will help to prepare the ground for a successful mission in the future.

The exercise is supported by the European Union, which has provided financial support and training.

EMU Ministers Urged to Move Faster on Migrant Crisis

EEC and the Nordic states have called for EU member states to move faster on the migrant crisis. The ministers have warned that the crisis is not going to go away and that action must be taken now.
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Pakistan inviteskey Conference on Afghanistan

KABUL - Pakistan has invited Indian officials to a key regional conference on Afghanistan to be held in Islamabad next month.

"A formal invitation has been sent to India and 25 other countries for the Heart of Asia ministerial conference on Afghanistan to be held in Islamabad from January 22-23," a press release of Pakistan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs said.

The conference, which is due to take place in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Turkmenistan and the UAE.

The invitation letter to President Mamnoon Hussain said that the conference would be held on December 1 and 2 and that the government of Pakistan would make the arrangements.

The Afghanistan government will be represented by the national security advisor, who will be accompanied by a high-level delegation.

The conference will be held on December 1 and 2 and will be attended by representatives from 25 countries, including Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Turkmenistan and the UAE.
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